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How to study for the new pmp exam

– Determine criteria to successfully close the project or phase– Validate readiness for transition (e.g., to operations team or next phase)– Conclude activities to close out project or phase (e.g., final lessons learned, retrospective, procurement, financials, resources)Domain 2 – Process 50%Domain 3 – Business Environment 8%IDTaskEnablers1Plan and
manage project compliance– Confirm project compliance requirements (e.g., security, health and safety, regulatory compliance)– Classify compliance categories– Determine potential threats to compliance– Use methods to support compliance– Analyze the consequences of noncompliance– Determine necessary approach and action to address
compliance needs (e.g., risk, legal)– Measure the extent to which the project is in compliance2Evaluate and deliver project benefits and value– Investigate that benefits are identified– Document agreement on ownership for ongoing benefit realization– Verify measurement system is in place to track benefits– Evaluate delivery options to demonstrate
value– Appraise stakeholders of value gain progress3Evaluate and address external business environment changes for impact on scope– Survey changes to external business environment (e.g., regulations, technology, geopolitical, market)– Assess and prioritize impact on project scope/backlog based on changes in external business environment–
Recommend options for scope/backlog changes (e.g., schedule, cost changes)– Continually review external business environment for impacts on project scope/backlog4Support organizational change– Assess organizational culture– Evaluate impact of organizational change to project and determine required actions– Evaluate impact of the project to
the organization and determine required actionsDomain 3 – Business 8%If you are looking for help studying these domains here are some options:We have reviewed the top PMP training resources so you don’t have to from prepcast, udemy, Andy Crowe, Rita and other industry leaders….When choosing the best PMP prep book you should take into
consideration your current level and when you plan on taking the exam. If you …The PM Prepcast discount code is for their PMP exam simulator. It is a MUST HAVE product that increases the chances of success in the …PPM Prepcast has a Premium PMP Exam Prep Course 2021 which is an 5-Day Official PMI Course and an Exam Simulator with over
2,100 Questions …Velociteach PMP offers an Exam Prep Bundle and 4-Day Bootcamp which they white-label to other PMP trainersBecoming a PMP is a stressful but exciting time that you are going to love! We are happy to provide you with a Brain …Test Yourself with Free PMP Sample QuestionWhen taking exams try to recreate the exam
experience by setting aside 2-3 hours with no access to phone or internet. Take scheduled breaks which we outlined in the exam day plan.ThePM PrepCast exam simulator is a MUST HAVE product that increases the chances of success in the exam. It is a web-based PMP Exam preparation environment. A PMP aspirant can increase his chances of
passing the exam by practising with a PMP Exam simulator. PM-Training.net (200Q) This is our very own exam created after I actually did the exam so I tried to include as many exam question topics as much as I could. I tried to cover everything from the above study lists so please leave me know what you think in the comments section after you
complete the practice exam.iZenBridge Earned Value Test (15Q) As Earned Value Management is one of the most important sections of the exam it is crucial being able to answer any type formula question. Once you can get top results in this 15 question exam you will be ready to answer any EVM question.Oliver Lehmann (75Q & 175Q) Really
difficult test but helped me identify new definitions and areas I hadn’t previously heard about. Oliver Lehmann was one the first to create a PMP practice exam online and has been teaching project management principles for over 10 years. Oliver also has a LinkedIn group well worth joining.Exam Central (200Q) This was one of my favorite test exams
due to the feedback provided. It breaks down answers by process groups so you know where your weakness are to focus on. I only took this exam once due to time constraints but it identified that I was very weak in the initiation process group so I focused more on it and ended up getting Proficient in the area.PM Study (200Q) Great simulator for
emulating the actual exam and good indicator on your ability to pass the real exam. You can also get a second free exam by using their referral system and sharing within your networks. (You can easily just create other accounts with the referral link which will give your original account access to the second exam).PM Exam Simulator (200Q) A really
good simulator with good feedback. This is a good exam to practice your exam strategy and taking advantage of the good simulator.Head First PMP (200Q) Not the most difficult test but is a complete 200 question exam which helps gauge your level. I did the test with the book and online, the book is a great way of learning fundamentals.Tutorials
Point (150Q) Has some repeat questions and not extremely difficult. Tutorial Point also provide a comprehensive study material people find useful which is worth checking out.Further list of PMP practice exams can be found here.PMP Exam PlanThis is the biggest difference and without a doubt the most important thing you can do to help pass the
exam – create a test plan so you have milestones breaking up the exam so you know when to take breaks giving your brain rest which is a must for a 4 hour exam. The plan is as follows….08:30am Arrive at Exam Centre08:45am Start Tutorial – All you need to do is click start the system is extremely straight forward to use so you can use this 15mins
for writing down all your notes.09:00am Start PMP Exam – Aim to complete 75 Questions10:00am Take Break – go to toilet or get a drink10:05am Restart PMP Exam – Aim to complete 150 Questions11:05am Take Food Break11:10am Restart PMP Exam – Complete remaining 50 Questions12:00am Take Break – go to toilet or get a drink12:05am Start
Review – Firstly go through all questions marked01:00pm Submit Exam – Get results within a few minutes on the screenReview all Marked QuestionsDo not take for granted the importance of giving yourself a break it gives you time to gather your thoughts and re-motivate going into next round of questions. When attempting the exam I planned on
reviewing all 200 questions but I only ended reviewing the marked questions so I recommend marking any question you have any doubt over.What You Need On Exam DayOne day of exam you need arrive one half hour before your scheduled examination. You must sign in, present your identification and provide your unique PMI identification code
that was emailed to you.Notes About IdentificationYou need to present a non-expired government-issued identification. All forms of identification being presented at the testing centre must match your name exactly as it appears on the scheduling notification. Neither PMI nor Prometric will make any exceptions to this policy. Your identification needs
to include:English characters/translationYour photographYour signatureIn order to be admitted into the Prometric testing center, you must bring a valid, non-expired government-issued identification. Your identification needs to include:English characters/translationYour photographYour signature (signature not necessary for CAPM and PMI-ACP
exams)If your government-issued identification does not display a photograph or a signature, a secondary form of identification may be used, which includes a photograph and/or signature (whichever is missing from the government-issued identification), and your name printed on the identification. All identification must be current (not expired).The
following are acceptable forms of government-issued identification:Valid driver’s licenseValid military IDValid passportValid national identification cardThe following are acceptable forms of secondary identification:Valid employee IDValid military IDValid bank (ATM) cardThe following ARE NOT acceptable forms of identification:Social Security
cardsLibrary cardsNot Abiding To Rules Equals DismissalIf the test centre administrator feels you have broken one of the rules stated below they have the right to dismiss you from the examination.Using or attempting to use someone else to take the test.Failing to provide acceptable personal identification.Having access to, or using, notes or any
prohibited aid related to the test.Creating a disturbance (disruptive behavior in any form will not be tolerated; the test administrator/supervisor has sole discretion in determining whether specific conduct constitutes disruptive behavior).Communicating, in any manner, with another person other than the test administrator/supervisor or proctor about
the test during the administration, including attempting to give or receive assistance.Attempting to remove scrap paper from the testing room, or tearing the scrap paper.Eating or drinking in the testing room.Leaving the testing room or test center vicinity without permission.Removing or attempting to remove, examination related material, or
portions of a test in any format from the testing room.Attempting to tamper with a computer.Engaging in any dishonest or unethical conduct, such as cheating.Failing to follow any other examination administration regulations set forth in PMI Certification Department policies given by the test administrator/supervisor, or specified in any examination
materials. PMI’s CertificationThis will be reported to the PMI who can cancel your exam scores, bar you from test centres. If your scores are cancelled your fee will not be refunded. For more information check out the official PMI Exam Scheduling Instructions.Study Notes for Exam DayWhen you attempt the PMP exam you will have an opportunity to
take a tutorial which is 15 minutes long. Use this time to write up all formulas and study notes you have learned off. I wrote up 3 things which took 14 minutes….All formulas – It is a must to learn off the PMP formulas and at very least learn all the earned value management formulas. It is crucial to be able to read the CPI & SPI to determine if project
behind/ahead of schedule or under/over budget. The easiest way to remember this is high is good and low is bad!Process Group Table – This can be time consuming to learn so depends on how much time you have available if it is reasonable for you to learn. I only referenced it maybe 5 times total in the exam to clarify next process or help figure out
an input/output. I created a post on how I quickly learnt the process group table and so can you here.Team Building – Understand the different stages of team formation and Maslows Hierarchy of needsPMP Study Guide FAQPMP® certification cost is not the only thing you need to take into consideration when committing to PMP© certifiaction cost.
The PMP© requires a lot of effort and should not be considered a quick and easy qualification.The pmp certification requirements are quiet extensive as it requires formal education and a number of years experience. Bachelor’s degree or global equivalent: Minimum three years/36 months unique non-overlapping professional project management
experience with 4,500 hours spent leading and directing projects. High school diploma, associate’s degree or global equivalent: Minimum five years/60 months unique non-overlapping professional project management experience and 7,500 hours spent leading and directing projects.Applying for the PMP© is free but you need to meet the
requirements to apply. One of the requirements is having 35 contact hours of project management. I personally had completed a Computer Management Module in Bachelors Degree so didn’t have to attend any extra classes to qualify. If you haven’t any previous project management education this is going to cost you money. To sit the actual PMP©
examination its costs $405 for PMI© Members and $555 for Non-Members. To repeat the exam it costs $275 for Members and $375 for Non-Members.You need to make sure the course you pick goes towards formal project management education that is reconsigned by the PMI®. It is well worth checking any previous training with the instructor to
see if it qualifies. There is no expiry date or a restricted time frame to have completed education hours.Did This Article Help You?If So Please Comment & Share, Thanks!Recommended PMP Study Blog PostsPassing PMP is hard so we have gathered list of top PMP Study Tips to help you pass the PMI exam on first try without …This Free PMP practice
exam was created for 2021 changes. It has a lot more agile questions to help prepare you for the pmp exam. This …Do you know you have FREE PMI Agile Training available? That’s not even one of our top tips to pass the PMP exam in 2021 …As you start preparing for the PMP exam you need to be taking as many PMP exam questions that are similar
to what you will …Passing PMP can be hard and a long journey but everything worth something doesn’t come easy. This is our PMP cheat sheet 2021 to help …Measuring earned value management is an excellent way to track the progress of a project. It combines data from scope, schedule and resource measurements to …The PMP audit scared the
crap out of me when I was applying for the PMP examination. I spent 3 months working on my application …The PMP questions structure is what makes the PMP exam so difficult. You have double negatives everywhere. PMI has written the PMP to trick you. …There are loads of terms and concepts to learn when it comes to project management and
particularly for PMP. You will not be asked to …Learning the 47 process groups can be pretty intimidating at first but once you understand them it is a lot easier. There is not a …Estimation in project management depends on which stage of the project. PMP has listed 6 different formulas and has earned value management formulas for tracking …
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